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Managing People and Organizations 1992-03-01

this new collection of readings on organizational behavior human resource management reflects the cutting edge thinking of well known authorities important contemporary
issues such as women in management ethnic diversity family career drugs in the workplace are addressed the authors also provide thorough coverage of basic topics including
leadership managing individual group organizational effectiveness as well as organizational change

People and Organizations 1981

a review of management concepts and techniques in a traditional management process format this new edition has been revised to reflect changes in managing organizations it
also covers globalization deregulation and technological advances

Management 2001

in this insightful book prof b r virmani critically analyses current hrm issues and existing hrm models and practices with a view to encouraging enterprises to usher in
innovation flexibility competitiveness and professionalism based on recent primary research and supported by several case illustrations and examples this book discusses a large
number of fundamental issues related to hrm and the employer employee relationship in a strategic framework

Managing People In Organizations : The Challenges Of Change 2007-08-20

knowing the tools of social media is a must for successful marketing these days but the real promise of social media is the way it can teach us a whole new way of doing
business humanize takes the principles underlying social media s growth and applies them to the way we lead and manage our organizations back cover

Humanize 2012

this book is about people who operate maintain design research and manage complex systems ranging from air traffic control systems process control plants and manufacturing
facilities to industrial enterprises government agencies and universities the focus is on the nature of the work these types of people perform as well as the human abilities and
limitations that usually enable and sometimes hinder their work in particular this book addresses how to best enhance abilities and overcome limitations as well as foster
acceptance of the means to these ends
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People and Organizations 2007-07-27

managing people and organizations in changing contexts addresses the contemporary problems faced by managers in dealing with people organizations and managing change in
a theoretically informed and practical way this textbook is a contemporary and relevant alternative to the standard works that cover material on organization behaviour and
human resource management because it approaches people management from the perspective of managers and aspiring managers the book has an international orientation and
many of the cases and examples in the book reflect this it addresses the problems that managers face in managing people in old and new economy organisations and is
interdisciplinary in its approach including contributions from management organisational behaviour hrm strategy marketing and reputation management and technology this
text meets the requirements of managers leaders and students in managing people in contemporary and changing contexts managing people and organizations in changing
contexts offers a contemporary and relevant edge with an original structure awareness of international and current trends and up to the minute detail cases based on original
research and consulting experience new material on the role of management and leadership technology and reputation management and covers much of the material for cipd s
core management standards material that has been tested with managers and students in europe the usa and asia a website on

Managing People and Organizations in Changing Contexts 2006-08-14

this volume in honor of ben schneider highlights his work on the attraction selection attrition asa model of organizational behavior which has become one of the most important
models in the history of personnel psychology the central tenet of the asa model is that people matter although organizational structure processes and climate and

Managing People And Organizations 2004-06

business success depends on employee innovation drive skill endurance and dedication engaged employees studies show provide tangible advantages to the organization like
greater customer satisfaction and improved profitability in contrast the gallup organization has discovered that disengaged workers cost u s business between 250 billion and 350
billion each year how do you engage employees and in turn create the high performance organization that s what this set is all about from the latest theories on motivation to
innovations in hr to methods to increase employee retention it provides the essential insights and tools managers leaders and hr people need to find new ways to succeed while
keeping employees happy productive and loyal employees know that cradle to grave or even week to week employment security is a thing of the past and that they are at
the helm of their own career ship discerning consumers in the employment marketplace they therefore seek employment opportunities that speak not only to their wallets
and life circumstances but also to their desire to find work that provides purpose and passion how can employers meet these needs and create a team of engaged employees that
s a large question and one that spans a spectrum of issues that includes career development human resource management and the alignment between individual and
organizational goals in these three volumes leaders and managers will find answers they feature articles interviews and reports from academics psychologists managers in the
practical corporate world and experts in career management despite what donald trump might say work is personal and the ways in which individuals navigate the
organizational environment and businesses organize to seek attract and retain the best employees is of primary concern that goes double in these turbulent times when job
security is at stake cynicism rampant and loyalty at risk building high performance people and organizations connects the dots so employers can maintain a loyal satisfied and
productive workforce volume 1 the new employer employee relationship looks at trends in demographics and the general business environment leading to and driving the
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concept of employee engagement volume 2 the engaged workplace organizational strategies focuses on real world organizational strategies to find develop and retain the best
employees with an emphasis on innovative practices in both the u s and internationally volume 3 case studies and conversations features interviews with thought leaders in
the entire landscape of performance management and employee engagement their insights will provide readers with the absolute latest thinking in their fields of expertise
volume 3 also contains short case studies of companies that are pioneering high performance cultures

The People Make the Place 2008-01-25

managing organizations and people provides a single comprehensive collection of forty five thought provoking interesting and relevant cases for a variety of management
courses buller and schuler incorporate three themes throughout ethics and social responsibility globalization and managing diversity this case collection can be used as the
primary text for an undergraduate or graduate management organizational behavior or human resource management courses taught by the case method it can also serve as a
supplementary text in one of those fields

Building High-Performance People and Organizations 2008-06-30

tremendous forces for change are radically reshaping the world of work disruptive innovations radical thinking new business models and resource scarcity are impacting
every sector although the scale of expected change is not unprecedented what is unique is the pervasive nature of the change and its accelerating pace which people in
organizations have to cope with structures systems processes and strategies are relatively simple to understand and even fix people however are more complex change can
have a different impact on each of them all of which can cause different attitudes and reactions managing and leading people through organizational change is written for
leaders with the key responsibility of managing people through transitions managing and leading people through organizational change provides a critical analysis of change
and transformation in organizations from a theoretical and practical perspective it addresses the individual team and organizational issues of leading and managing people before
during and after change using case studies and interviews with people from organizations in different sectors across the globe this book demonstrates how theory can be applied
in practice through practical examples and recommendations focusing on the importance of understanding the impact of the nature of change on individuals and engaging
them collaboratively throughout the transformation journey

Organizational Behavior; Managing People and Organizations 1997

the current business environment requires that individuals teams and organizations are equipped to cope with an unpredictable marketplace and increasing competition
organizations are forced to be kinetic organic and without boundaries if they are to remain successful given these environmental and marketplace demands scholars must
rethink the applicability of existing organizational theories and frameworks in march 2001 a conference was held with the aim of developing and articulating this new model
of organizations scholars contributed their expertise in areas such as leadership human resource management negotiation and conflict teams entrepreneurship organizational
change power and influence and diversity the contributors focused on their own area of expertise and considered how existing theories must be altered to fit a more agile
organizational form theoretical and empirical questions were raised testable hypotheses were developed and emerging themes were uncovered the end result of the
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conference is this volume it brings together the reflections of a diverse collection of organizational theorists and researchers on the implications of this new business model
within their own areas of expertise the book s goal is to inspire organizational scholars to develop a new theory and produce sound managerial advice for how to build and
maintain a successful organization in a dynamic workplace the chapters include a review of research literature with the highlights and citations that everybody working in a
field must know followed by how the research agenda is affected by the increasingly dynamic marketplace

Managing Organizations and People 2000

business success depends on employee innovation drive skill endurance and dedication how do you engage employees and in turn create the high performance organization
from the theories on motivation to innovations in hr to methods to increased employee retention this three volume set provides the essential insights and tools you need

Managing and Leading People Through Organizational Change 2016-02-03

business success depends on employee innovation drive skill endurance and dedication engaged employees studies show provide tangible advantages to the organization and its
bottom line greater customer satisfaction reduced turnover higher productivity improved profitability better safety results and higher stock prices in contrast the gallup
organization has discovered that disengaged workers cost u s business between 250 billion and 350 billion each year how do you engage employees and in turn create the high
performance organization with a different emphasis in each volume that s what this set is all about volume 1 the new employer employee relationship volume 2 the engaged
workplace organizational strategies volume 3 case studies and conversations from the latest theories on motivation to innovations in hr to methods to increased employee
retention it provides the essential insights and tools managers leaders and hr people need to find new ways to succeed while keeping employees happy productive and loyal
employees know that cradle to grave or even week to week employment security is a thing of the past and that they are at the helm of their own career ship discerning
consumers in the employment marketplace they therefore seek employment opportunities that speak not only to their wallets and life circumstances but also to their desire to
find work that provides purpose and passion how can employers meet these needs and create a team of engaged employees that s a large question and one that spans a
spectrum of issues that includes career development human resource management and the alignment between individual and organizational goals in these three volumes
leaders and managers will find answers they feature articles interviews and reports from academics psychologists managers in the practical corporate world and experts in
career management despite what donald trump might say work is personal and the ways in which individuals navigate the organizational environment and businesses
organize to seek attract and retain the best employees is of primary concern that goes double in these turbulent times when job security is at stake cynicism rampant and
loyalty at risk this set covers both theories and practices driving the development of the modern employment relationship from both employee and organizational perspectives
touches on the timely issues of career management balance of personal and professional goals and for organizations finding and retaining the best employees and creating
workplace cultures that inspire them to do their best work provides principles and practices that can be used by companies of all sizes in all sectors and in all parts of the world
features an all star cast of contributors from corporate leadership academia practice and consulting special elements include interviews with business leaders and many best
practice examples building high performance people and organizations connects the dots so employers can maintain a loyal satisfied and productive workforce volume 1 the
new employer employee relationship this volume looks at trends in demographics and the general business environment leading to and driving the concept of employee
engagement it addresses such issues as changing workforce demographics essential considerations in using employeesurveys building a high performance culture measuring
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and managing human capital engagement and change management managing virtual work teams and the impact of globalization and technology on the employer employee
relationship volume 2 the engaged workplace organizational strategies this volume focuses on real world organizational strategies to find develop and retain the best employees
with an emphasis on innovative practices in both the u s and internationally topics covered include hiring and staffing strategies the essential elements of work life balance

Leading and Managing People in the Dynamic Organization 2014-04-04

the psychology of decision making provides an overview of decision making as it relates to management organizational behavior issues and research this engaging book
examines the way individuals make decisions as well as how they form judgments privately and in the context of the organization it also discusses the interplay of group and
institutional dynamics and their effects upon the decisions made within and on the behalf of organizations

Organizational Behavior 2017

om viden lærdom og formidlingen af den også i virksomheder

Building High-performance People and Organizations: "The 2008

manual for resilient innovative and humane organizations new model explained through an accessible story form and illuminating visuals the author is an expert business
coach and trainer in modern management theoriesdue to its strong growth hrs company has run into problems decisions are made too slowly communication is poor and team
spirit has hit rock bottom in short hrs has become a sluggish organization as its newly appointed ceo kris has to put the company back on its feet but how do you transform an
organization and truly make it future proof this book introduces the sociocracy 3 0 framework as a practical guide to creating agile and meaningful organizations sociocracy 3 0
provides a toolkit for any company that seeks to work more consciously and effectively on the basis of equality collective intelligence and a flexible organizational structure

Organizational Behavior 2007

this edited collection examines human resource management in organizations other than those that are set up to make a profit covering human resource management in a
number of different kinds of mission driven organizations the book explores organizations in sectors and industries such as the governmental and intergovernmental public
sector volunteer organizations and charities religious organizations cultural organizations sports organizations and b corporations recognizing the reality of management practice
in the many small organizations covered by the book the chapters deal with the way that people are actually managed whether or not there is an hrm department present
students of business management and human resource management will find this book invaluable as a source of knowledge on not for profit organizations as many of the
chapters include detailed examples and case studies
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Building High-performance People and Organizations 2008

for many years there has been quite a bit of talk about employee engagement as a means to lift corporate profits and reduce absenteeism and turnover however this talk has not
produced better companies in fact the evidence shows that incivility and instances of employee abuse are getting worse additionally with profit as the primary goal of
organizations most employees view any benign treatment they receive as a secondary convenience that will dissipate once corporate fortunes decline this book turns that
equation around by examining the practices of twenty one companies that put the interests and needs of employees first profits are necessary but insufficient for corporate
health the companies featured in this book see it as their mission to offer people a better more fulfilling life for themselves and assist with that holistic journey by providing the
organizational elements people need to reach their potential they do this first by creating respectful and kind cultures that treat every person as an equal sentient partner in
the success of the company second they diligently work to satisfy people s basic needs financial security belonging meaning autonomy self acceptance self confidence and
growth the result is a web of fellow feeling earnest affection among people who feverishly work to live up to both the high standards of the institution and their obligations to
one another by providing a place where people can do their best work and thrive as individuals and as members of a cohesive community everyone profits

The Psychology of Decision Making 2005-01-05

creating constructive cultures highlights the change journeys of nine organizations in different industries and countries their leaders through their imaginative inspired and
sustained use of an evidence based approach to change and development led an effort to change the cultures of their organizations for the better based on these examples and
forty years of research we demonstrate how leadership teams can steer their organizations cultures in more productive directions and in the process avoid common pitfalls

Knowledge Management Foundations 1993-01-01

in today s world where the pursuit of profit often takes precedence over the well being of people and the planet humanistic management offers a refreshing and much needed
alternative this book explores the concept of humanistic management as a model for organisations that emphasises individual freedom dignity and ethics and presents practical
approaches and challenges for implementing it the author provides a comprehensive overview of the humanistic management approach exploring its values and principles as
well as the benefits it can bring to companies employees and society as a whole through a combination of theory and case studies the book offers insights into the cultural and
behavioural changes required for organisations to adopt a humanistic approach to management the book illustrates didactic experiments social and territorial conjunctures
intellectual and moral postures whether you are a business leader manager or management student this book is an essential guide for anyone who wants to create a more
sustainable and socially responsible organisation with its clear and insightful analysis of humanistic management it is sure to inspire and inform readers of all backgrounds and
lifestyles
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Sociocracy 3.0 - The Novel 2020-02-05

unfortunately far too many people don t like where they work some organizations are unhealthy and full of disrespectful behavior other workplaces are simply uninspiring
for various reasons countless people feel trapped indifferent or bored at work the authors of this book believe that people should be able to like where they work when
employees like the places they work it s not only good for their mental health and well being it s also good for their organizations both financially and otherwise when a
workplace culture is purposely created to be respectful and inspiring employees are happier more productive and more engaged by exploring six key elements that make up a
healthy workplace culture the culture question answers two fundamental questions how does your organization s culture impact how much people like where they work and
what can you do to make it better discover how to create a workplace where people like to work by focusing on these six elements of healthy workplace culture
communicating your purpose and values employees are inspired when they work in organizations whose purpose and values resonate with them providing meaningful work
most employees want to work on projects that inspire them align with what they are good at and allow them to grow focusing your leadership team on people how leaders
relate to their employees plays a major role in how everyone feels about their workplace building meaningful relationships when employees like the people they work with
and for they are more satisfied and more engaged in their work creating peak performing teams people are energized when they work together effectively because teams
achieve things that no one person could do on their own practicing constructive conflict management when leaders don t handle conflict promptly and well it quickly sours
the workplace this book includes survey feedback from over 2 400 leaders and employees and resources for putting these ideas into action

People at Work 1986

do you need your team or organization to be more engaged innovative competitive agile collaborative and productive can you contribute anything to a positive culture at work
well you can do more than you might think as shown both by research and practice whether you are a leader a consultant or an employee that s what marcella bremer shows
in her book developing a positive culture where people and performance thrive positive organizations are better at change more innovative competitive profitable and also
contributing more to the world we can thrive at work achieve extraordinary performance and make a meaningful contribution this is a pragmatic and well researched book on
organizational culture change with a foreword by kim cameron marcella focuses on what you can personally do to create a more positive culture where people and
performance thrive based on renowned models and theories but with hands on tips to be the change you wish to see on your team whether you use interaction interventions
or change circles you can develop a positive culture where people and performance thrive if you influence one person one interaction at a time you contribute to positive
change marcella bremer mscba works on more positive impact for organizations people performance profit planet develop a positive organizational culture with purpose and
impact she is the co founder of the culture survey website ocai online com and the online positive culture academy at marcellabremer com academy her blog to inspire is at
marcellabremer com blog

HRM in Mission Driven Organizations 2017-10-10

in a clear and readable text john hunt draws on the behavioural sciences his research and consulting experience to give insights for managers into how people work
individually in groups and in organizations he looks at motivation perceptions communication groups and teams power organizations structures managers leaders and managing
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change this third edition is revised to include radically new chapters on culture power change and leadership all other chapters are revised to include recent research findings
on new material on cross cultural differences and guidelines for managing internationally

Organizations for People 2022-11-25

organization development and transformation is a paperback collection of 46 readings that focuses on how people and organizations and people in organizations function and how
to make them function better this new edition includes coverage of classic od articles new cutting edge coverage of topics such as self directed teams centers of excellence and
learning organizations

Creating Constructive Cultures 2019-12-20

our organizations are failing us they re sluggish change phobic and emotionally arid human beings by contrast are adaptable creative and full of passion this gap between
individual and organizational capability is the unfortunate by product of bureaucracy the top down rule choked management structure that undergirds virtually every
organization on the planet invented in the nineteenth century with the goal of turning people into semi programmable robots bureaucracy is deeply dehumanizing today only
13 percent of employees around the world are fully engaged in their work the rest show up physically but leave much of their enthusiasm and ingenuity at home hardly
surprising given the tendency of bureaucrats to regard human beings as mere resources by the authors reckoning bureaucracy costs the global economy more than 9 trillion in
lost economic output each year worse despite all the hype around flat organizations and agile processes bureaucracy is growing not shrinking in their provocative and practical
new book world renowned business thinker gary hamel and expert coauthor michele zanini lay out a detailed blueprint for creating organizations that are fully human and
free from the shackles of bureaucracy few leaders would admit to being champions of bureaucracy but rarer still is the leader who has a plan for defeating it essential elements
include calculating the hidden costs of bureausclerosis ridding ourselves of toxic bureaucratic beliefs drawing lessons from organizations that have excised bureaucracy
uprooting bureaucratic structures and processes while avoiding operational chaos overcoming the resistance of those inclined to defend bureaucracy learning to lead in an
environment in which position and rank are no longer the keys to the kingdom the ultimate goal organizations that are infused with the spirit of entrepreneurship where
everyone thinks like an owner and game changing innovation is the rule rather than the exception humanocracy brims with illuminating insights real world stories and
powerful tools both manifesto and manual it shows you how to build an organization that s fit for the future by building one that s fit for human beings

How People Get Lost in Organizations 2006

usa management development handbook on the management techniques of organization development in which such group methods as team building meetings and group
discussions play a major role covers the role of the management consultant in organization development and includes some operational research methods personnel
management and human relations guidelines etc bibliography pp 185 to 187 diagrams and flow charts
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People and Organizations 2024-08-02

the new york times wall street journal and usa today bestseller advance praise for the why of work principled timely and engaging the why of work teaches that building a
culture of abundance and common purpose is essential to organizational success stephen r covey bestselling author of 7 habits of highly effective people will have a major
impact on how individuals shape their attitude to work how organizations create abundant cultures and how leaders turn personal meaning into public good jigmi y thinley
prime minister of bhutan the why of work shows a better different way to build and lead organizations it is an insightful guide to how leaders can infuse meaning into their
organizations jeffrey pfeffer professor stanford graduate school of business and author of power why some people have it and others don t this book brings the question why to
the place in which we spend most of our adult lives giving us insightful tools to help make a meaningful difference in people s lives don hall jr president and ceo hallmark
cards inc this is a must read for anyone who works leads others at work or works to build a supportive environment beverly kaye founder ceo career systems international and
coauthor of love em or lose em getting good people to stay the why of work opens the door to significant employee engagement the alignment between company values and
those of customers and communities can indeed give employees a sense of purpose while delivering great results to customers paula s larson chief hr officer invesys blackstone
has proved that finding superior leaders produces superior results dave ulrich has brought this thinking to a new level at blackstone every private equity investor and senior
manager must read this book james quella senior operating partner the blackstone group according to studies we all work for the same thing and it s not just money it s
meaning through our work we seek a sense of purpose contribution connection value and hope digging down to the meaning of work taps our resilience in hard times and our
passion in good times that s the simple but profound premise behind this groundbreaking book by renowned management expert dave ulrich and psychologist wendy ulrich
they ve talked to thousands of people from rank and file workers to clients and customers to top level executives and synthesized major disciplines to identify the why behind
our most successful experiences using the model of the abundant organization they provide you with the how to create meaning and value in your own workplace learn how
to ask the seven questions that drive abundance understand the needs of your customers and staff personalize the work to motivate your employees build and grow your
business in any economy by following the ulrichs step by step guidelines you will set off a chain reaction of positive and enduring effects employees who fi nd meaning in
their work are more competent committed and eager to contribute and their contribution will result in increased customer commitment which delivers a winning
performance on the bottom line the why of work includes targeted checklists questionnaires and other useful tools to help you turn aspirations into action using the proven
principles of abundance you can coordinate your needs with those of your employers your employees and your customers and create a vision that resonates for years to come
when you understand why we work you know how to succeed

The Culture Question 2019-03-05

bringing together a wide range of theory from social and cognitive psychology organizational behaviour organizational learning and the management of change this text draws
useful conclusions about important psychological processes
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People at Work 1993-01-01

dr williams contends that over the last 20 years a change has occurred in organizations that has created a syndrome of dysfunctions that are neither good for businesses nor for
the people who work in them williams sees businesses as living entities and argues that how they act and react will have an impact on their employees and often a devastating
impact in much the same way as businesses make decisions people make choices and seldom are these decisions and choices congruent unless disparate self interests and goals
can be reconciled unless a partnership can be restored between people and their organizations not only will employees be damaged but the success of their organization upon
which they depend for their livelihoods will be jeopardized how this dangerous situation came about what it means and how it can be remedied is the subjet of dr williams
book research based and always in touch with the realities of commerce dr williams will make business people aware that organizations and their people must become reunited
and then show them how it can be done dr williams makes clear he is not simply speculating or theorizing his goal is to make management aware of the dysfunctions that are
damaging their organizations and how these are reflected in the behaviors of their employees when he calls for a focus on humanity spirit and context dr williams is actually
offering a workable real world strategy to breathe new life into organizations of all kinds a strategy he calls the trinity process its purpose to help management restore the
essential partnership between organizational entities and the people who make them succeed or fail in part one he shows what it means to be part of any organization and with
anecdotes and cases from his own research helps readers grasp the dynamics of their own organizations in part two he proposes new or reframed paradigms that provide an
underpinning for the reestablishment of equality between organizations and their employees then in part three he presents the trinity process itself the result is a remarkably
lucid readable engrossing exploration of organizational life today important reading for decision makers in all types of organizations public as well as private and for academics
concerned with how organizations behave

Organization and People 1980

people at work balances concepts and applications in its analysis of the psychological and social issues people face in the workplace

Developing a Positive Culture where People and Performance Thrive 2023-11-16

a radical new model for unleashing your company s potential in most organizations nearly everyone is doing a second job no one is paying them for namely covering their
weaknesses trying to look their best and managing other people s impressions of them there may be no greater waste of a company s resources the ultimate cost neither the
organization nor its people are able to realize their full potential what if a company did everything in its power to create a culture in which everyone not just select high
potentials could overcome their own internal barriers to change and use errors and vulnerabilities as prime opportunities for personal and company growth robert kegan and
lisa lahey and their collaborators have found and studied such companies deliberately developmental organizations a ddo is organized around the simple but radical conviction
that organizations will best prosper when they are more deeply aligned with people s strongest motive which is to grow this means going beyond consigning people
development to high potential programs executive coaching or once a year off sites it means fashioning an organizational culture in which support of people s development is
woven into the daily fabric of working life and the company s regular operations daily routines and conversations an everyone culture dives deep into the worlds of three
leading companies that embody this breakthrough approach it reveals the design principles concrete practices and underlying science at the heart of ddos from their disciplined
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approach to giving feedback to how they use meetings to the distinctive way that managers and leaders define their roles the authors then show readers how to build this
developmental culture in their own organizations this book demonstrates a whole new way of being at work it suggests that the culture you create is your strategy and that
the key to success is developing everyone

Managing People at Work 1992

Organization Development and Transformation 2000

Humanocracy 2020-06-23

Managing with People 1971

The Why of Work: How Great Leaders Build Abundant Organizations That Win 2010-06-18

Psychological Contracts in Organizations 1995-05-18

Business Decisions, Human Choices 1996-07-17

People at Work 2000

An Everyone Culture 2016-03-01
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